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A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to present Wild Woods and 
Whirligig Girls, a solo exhibition of recent work in acrylic 
and mixed media paintings on canvas as well as prints by 
Nancy Lasar. The dates of the exhibition are October 2 - 
26, 2014 with an opening reception on Thursday, October 
2 from 6-9 pm.

This exhibition represents Lasar’s second solo exhibition 
as a NY Artist member of A.I.R. Gallery following Lines of 
Light which featured both painting and prints. 

Known for her dynamic drawing and interrelated linear 
forms, Lasar has expanded her focus in this current 
exhibition to include a variety of new subjects. Titles such 
as “Strap Hangers”, “Walkie Talkie”, and “Whirligig Girl” 
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Nancy Lasar, 2014, Strap Hangers, Acrylic & mixed media on canvas, 36” x 44”

display her observant engagement with the freewheeling hustle and bustle of urban life. “Swinging Birches”, Whispering Pines” and 
the “Wild Wood” pieces reveal a deep oneness with the spirit and force of the natural environment. Whatever the sphere of Lasar’s 
vision and quest, we feel the pulse – the “bone and breath” of a heightened and felt experience.

“It is the total e�ect of the imagined and the seen through a diaphanous veneer that is so remarkable in Nancy’s work”, writes Laura 
Einstein, Director of the Center for Contemporary Printmaking . “Her work becomes a lyrical tableau of reality and imagination. It is 
the Apollonian versus the Dionysian—the creative–intuitive power, as opposed to the critical-rational power, at play in a single work 
of art.”

In 2005, reviewer Andrew Bottomley wrote in the Hartford Courant words which seem equally apt today: 

“In her continued explorations of line and space, artist Nancy Lasar has hopped and skipped through a number of media and forms. 
Primarily recognized for her explosive, well -cra�ed drawings and prints on paper, she has begun to take elements from her paper 
works and transfer these onto canvas both through paint and mixed media inclusions. This new direction presents her carefully 
placed images and deliberately chosen colors in a fresh and playful manner. It is clear from the final product that the artist is having 
fun with this work, which at a glance seems bawdy and unkempt, but at the same time manages to maintain and project an expert 
level of control, charging the entire exhibit with an overall sense of organized chaos.”

Nancy Lasar’s works are included in many public and private collections including the Mattatuck Museum, The Center for 
Contemporary Printmaking, and The Rutger’s Print Archive.  Lasar has had individual and group exhibitions at A.I.R. Gallery, Amy 
Simon Fine Art, The Silvermine Art Gallery, The Mattatuck Museum, and the International Print Center New York.  She has received 
two Individual Artist Fellowships from the Ct. Commission on the Arts and a grant to study at the Vermont Studio Center. 


